Successful Management of Supraorbital Neuralgia Using Manual Therapy Technique: A Case Report
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Abstract

Background: Supraorbital neuralgia is a difficult to treat condition characterized by pain over the forehead area supplied by the supraorbital nerve, with concomitant tenderness over the supraorbital notch. Previous studies demonstrated that supraorbital neuralgia is not that amenable to pharmaceutical treatment. Non-drug interventions, such as surgery, are the treatment of choice in these patients, with accompanying side effects.

Case Presentation: In this case report, soft tissue therapy and friction massage was applied over the frontal area and supraorbital rim of a patient diagnosed with chronic and non-traumatic supraorbital and supratrochlear neuralgia with a resultant resolution of headaches. The pain was severe, disturbing the patient's sleep for several years. There was a lack of benefits from drug prescription, including sodium valproate.

Conclusion: Though the efficacy of physical therapy in the treatment of supraorbital neuralgia needs to be confirmed in well-designed trials, this case is presented as an example of how this non-invasive and cost-effective technique can harmlessly provide analgesia in a difficult to treat neuralgia. Promoting such interventions may prevent unnecessary surgery and excessive use of opioids and other painkillers in patient suffering from supraorbital neuralgia.
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Introduction

Supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves are branches of frontal nerve, which emanate from the ophthalmic division of trigeminal nerve. These two nerves supply the skin over the forehead, upper eyelid and anterior scalp. The supraorbital nerve gives up a small branch in the supraorbital notch that supplies the mucosal membrane of the frontal sinus [1]. Hence, it is not uncommon for this neuralgia to be misdiagnosed as frontal sinusitis, as in the present case. Supraorbital and supratrochlear neuralgia is a rare disorder of adulthood. It is characterized by the International Classification of Headache Disorder-2 (ICHD-2) by the following criteria: pain in the region of supraorbital notch and forehead, tenderness over the supraorbital notch and absolute - but transitory - relief of symptoms upon supraorbital nerve blockage [2]. Previous studies demonstrated that nerve compression by overlying soft tissues is one of the main culprits of the supraorbital neuralgia. There is lack of physiotherapy intervention in the literature regarding this issue. Pharmaceutical management in supraorbital neuralgia is not as effective as in other headache disorders [3]. This leads to considering invasive alternatives such as nerve excision [4]. In the present case report, a patient with severe pain extending to the area supplied by the supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves was treated successfully with physical therapy intervention.

Case description

A 52-year-old man with a 4-year history of severe stabbing pain (VAS=10) in the right frontal region, diagnosed as frontal sinusitis, was referred to a physiotherapy clinic in order to receive magnetic therapy. The patient complained of severe pain in the areas supplied by the supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves upon falling asleep, irrespective of sleeping position. The pain awakened the patient 15-20 minutes after falling asleep, and lasted roughly half an hour. The pain did not return again during the rest of the night and used to occur once every night. It was the case during diurnal sleep. Mild autonomic accompaniment comprising lacrimation and rhinorrhea were reported on the involved side. Other migrainous features such as nausea, vomiting and photophobia were not
found. No other trigger mechanisms were identified. The patient did not report any history of trauma to the head and neurological disorders. Active and passive cervical range of motion was pain-free and within normal limit. On palpation, there was a tender area over the exit of supraorbital nerves at the supraorbital rim on the right side. Likewise, skin over the eyebrow in the area innervated by the supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves demonstrated significant tenderness on palpation. Moreover, skin over the right side of the forehead was tough and less pliable as compared to the left side. There were neither trigger points nor sensory deficit over the area. There was not any tenderness over other areas of the face, head or cervical area. Physical activities such as walking did not use to trigger the patient’s condition. He was on nortriptyline for control of his chronic depression. The patient was formerly diagnosed as having migraines and prescribed sodium valproate, with scant benefit.

He was initially treated with Chinese traditional medicine (acupuncture) with minimal and transient relief. He was not on any medications concomitant with physiotherapy sessions. Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the brain was unremarkable, indicating that there was no intracranial or brainstem pathological conditions, including tumor or demyelinating diseases. His laboratory blood tests were within normal limit. There were no frontal sinusitis signs and symptoms. These characteristics favor supraorbital neuralgia rather than frontal sinusitis. The patient was then referred to a neurologist in order to verify possibility of supraorbital neuralgia. A diagnostic block was given by the physician to the supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves, culminating in pain relief for several days. The patient’s pain was seven out of ten based on VAS the night before the block applied. The day after the block, he reported zero to one on VAS scale. Hence, the patient was diagnosed as supraorbital neuralgia.

Since soft tissue tightness was found during assessment, the patient referred back to physiotherapy in order to release tight tissue in frontal area. This was due to the fact that in the first visit the patient stated that he recently found that placing a warm towel and rubbing the frontal area would ease the pain. Therefore, the patient was recommended to come back to physiotherapy in order to release soft tissue in involved area irrespective of diagnosis.

In order to differentiate the effects of physical therapy and injection block, the patient was asked to come to the clinic when headache attacks started again. The patient returned three weeks after nerve block with pain six to seven out of ten. During physiotherapy sessions, friction massage and gentle soft tissue therapy applied over the supraorbital notch, supraorbital rim and forehead skin for ten minutes, for 10 sessions. With decreasing pain and irritability, the intensity and depth of friction massage and soft tissue release increased accordingly. No other modalities were used. On the first session, the patient reported considerable pain relief and was not being awakened during sleep. After 10 sessions, his pain and concomitant autonomic features were completely relieved and patient was discharged.

On discharge, the skin toughness was no longer appreciable over the forehead and skin tenacity was similar to that of a normal side. Moreover, tenderness over the supraorbital notch, supraorbital rim and forehead region had almost completely disappeared. When the patient was seen for follow-up two and five months after discharge, the pain no longer persisted. Highlights of the patient’s history are summarized in the timeline (Figure 1). Consent to publish has been obtained from the patient.

---

**Figure 1:** Timeline: Important information from the Patient History

- Initially diagnosed as migraine, prescribed sodium valproate with scant benefit, Referred to physiotherapy for sinusitis management via magnetic therapy
- Sever pain in right frontal area
- Pain on palpating frontal area and supraorbital notch
- Diagnosis based on ICHD-II
- Supraorbital neuralgia
- Referred to a neurologist to block supraorbital nerve
- Friction massage & soft tissue therapy
- On discharge: No pain
- First follow up: No pain
- Second follow up: No pain
- Pain completely relieved and soft tissue normalized
Discussion

Different hypotheses have been reported in literature as causes of supraorbital and supratrochlear neuralgia. Viral infections, demyelination, tumors and trauma are some that can be mentioned, with nerve compression being the most common causative factor, as in the present case. Since Magnetic Resonance Imaging was normal, intracranial causes were ruled out. Furthermore, palpable toughness of the skin over supraorbital notch and forehead skin on the right side, accentuated extracranial source of headache. This is in accordance with previous investigations, which reported unilateral protracted forehead in patients diagnosed with supraorbital neuralgia. They reported symptoms relief following liberation of the supraorbital nerve from surrounding tissue band via surgical procedure [3]. Other researchers also attributed the supraorbital neuralgia to the scar tissue and muscle entrapment, suggesting that soft tissue tightness over the forehead may be one of the main causes of supraorbital neuralgia [5-6]. Similarly, dramatic pain relief after Botox injections have been reported in patients with supraorbital neuralgia, suggesting that muscle stiffness may entrap supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves [7]. Although etiology of the supraorbital and supratrochlear neuralgia is almost unknown, entrapment of the nerve at its outlet may be a causative factor, signifying an extracranial headache, amenable to physical therapy intervention. The possible causes of soft tissue tightness over the forehead and supraorbital rim in supraorbital neuralgia are not clear. However, releasing this tightness may unload the embedded supraorbital and supratrochlear nerves.

Several approaches are common in treating supraorbital and supratrochlear neuralgia, depending on the causes and patient’s condition. Injection of local anesthesia and surgical decompression are two prevailing approaches in many patients. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this was the first time that a patient with supraorbital and supratrochlear neuralgia was treated with a manual technique. Since pain and other autonomic dysfunctions disappeared following above-mentioned intervention, supraorbital neuralgia in this case can be attributed to the soft tissue tightness in the supraorbital notch and frontal area. Hence, the present case can be considered as a secondary supraorbital neuralgia [2]. As compared to anesthetic injection, which is transient and focuses on alleviating symptoms, this approach may be considered a causative remedy dealing with the main cause of nerve compression, i.e. soft tissue stiffness. Previous studies showed that peripheral nerve stimulation is an effective alternative for treating supraorbital neuralgia. However, this is an invasive and possibly expensive approach [8].

In this case, pain was reported while sleeping, which is considered a rare characteristic of trigeminal neuralgia [9]. However, the present case is considered as peripheral nerve entrapment and sleep disturbance is not far from expectation in such circumstances [10].

Although autonomic features are less likely in supraorbital neuralgia, previous investigation reported that mild cranial autonomic activation may be seen in first division trigeminal neuralgia [2,11]. This case has differential diagnosis with hypnic headache and autonomic trigeminal cephalalgias. However, the above mentioned criteria are more consistent with that of supraorbital neuralgia. Furthermore, there are similarities between cluster headaches and supraorbital neuralgia. However, while the present case is considered a supraorbital neuralgia with an extracranial origin, the former is attributed more to the intracranial factors. Among possible interventions dealing with extracranial source of headache, there is a lack of physiotherapy approach, possibly due to lack of referral of such patients to physiotherapy clinics. This case report is an example of successful treatment of supraorbital and supratrochlear neuralgia using physical therapy intervention. This intervention would be effective in reducing medication intake and invasive surgery in patients suffering from the supraorbital and supratrochlear neuralgia with extracranial origin. Moreover, the technique presented here, may be considered as a confirming tool to differentiate intracranial and extracranial sources of headache. The efficacy of this technique needs to be verified in a well-designed trial.

Conclusion

Sound diagnosis of supraorbital and supratrochlear neuralgia and distinguishing its source of pain is of utmost importance in choosing the best approach of treatment. Physiotherapy may be a treatment of choice if soft tissue stiffness entraps the nerve extracranially.
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